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A general approach has been developed to allow accurate simulations of a small region part of a
large macromolecular system while incorporating the influence of the remaining distant atoms with
an effective boundary potential. The method is called the Generalized Solvent Boundary Potential
~GSBP!. By representing the surrounding solvent as a continuum dielectric, both the
solvent-shielded static field from the distant atoms of the macromolecule and the reaction field from
the dielectric solvent acting on the atoms in the region of interest are included. The static field is
calculated once, using the finite-difference Poisson–Boltzmann~PB! equation, and the result is
stored on a discrete grid for efficient simulations. The solvent reaction field is developed using a
basis-set expansion whose coefficients correspond to generalized electrostatic multipoles. A matrix
representing the reaction field Green’s function between those generalized multipoles is calculated
only once using the PB equation and stored for efficient simulations. In the present work, the
formalism is applied to both spherical and orthorhombic simulation regions for which orthonormal
basis-sets exist based on spherical harmonics or cartesian Legendre polynomials. The GSBP method
is also tested and illustrated with simple model systems and two detailed atomic systems: the active
site region of aspartyl-tRNA synthetase~spherical region! and the interior of the KcsA potassium
channel~orthorhombic region!. Comparison with numerical finite-difference PB calculations shows
that GSBP can accurately describe all long-range electrostatic interactions and remain
computationally inexpensive. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1336570#

I. INTRODUCTION

In studies of biomolecular systems, one is frequently in-
terested in simulating a microscopic process taking place in a
small localized region of a large macromolecule~e.g., enzy-
matic reactions, ligand binding, sidechain ionization, and ion
permeation through membrane channels!. Even though a
simulation based on atomic models in which the entire mac-
romolecular system is treated with explicit solvent certainly
provides the most detailed approach to address such prob-
lems, the computational cost grows rapidly with the system
size. Furthermore, practical difficulties are encountered in
free energy calculations involving changes in the total charge
when the long-range electrostatic interactions are truncated,
or treated through Ewald summations.1–4 Therefore, it is im-
portant to devise alternative approaches to circumvent these
difficulties. One particularly attractive approximation con-
sists in considering a reduced subset of the macromolecular
system in the region of interest while incorporating the in-
fluence of the remaining atoms with an effective ‘‘boundary
potential.’’5–17 The general idea is illustrated schematically
in Fig. 1.

Fundamentally, the proper effective boundary potential
from the surrounding should be designed such that computer
simulations of the finite subsystem yields statistical proper-
ties that are identical to those that would be obtained if the
corresponding infinite system was simulated. This concept

can be formulated rigorously.16,17Separating the multidimen-
sional solute–solvent configurational integral in terms of
‘‘inner’’ solvent molecules nearest to an arbitrary solute, and
the remaining ‘‘outer’’ bulk solvent molecules, it can be
shown that the solvent boundary potential corresponds to the
solvation free energy of an effective cluster comprising the
solute and inner explicit solvent molecules embedded in a
large hard sphere. The hard sphere corresponds to a configu-
rational restriction on the outer bulk solvent molecules; its
radius is variable, such that it includes the most distant inner
solvent molecule. An implementation based on this formula-
tion, called the Spherical Solvent Boundary Potential
~SSBP!, has been designed to simulate a spherical system
embedded in bulk solvent.16 SSBP has been used to study
various biomolecular systems, e.g., electron transfer in
proteins,18,19solvation free energy of small ions20 and amino
acids,21 thermal stability of Chymotrypsin Inhibitor 222 and
Human Lysozyme,23,24 folding kinetics of proteins25 and
polypeptides,26 and various calcium-loaded states of
Calbindin D9k.27

Although, the theoretical formulation that led to SSBP is
rigorous and general, it has been possible to achieve impor-
tant simplifications only by assuming that the simulation re-
gion is roughly spherical and embedded in a uniform
solvent.16 This enabled us to use Kirkwood’s classical mul-
tipolar expansion to approximate the electrostatic reaction
field free energy.28 In the general case, however, it may be
advantageous to simulate a small region that is part of a
much larger macromolecule~see Fig. 1!. Then, all electro-
static interactions are shielded in a complex way by the ir-
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regular shape of the macromolecule–solvent dielectric inter-
face outside the simulation region. The multipolar expansion,
which is valid only for an arbitrary charge distribution inside
a spherical cavity enclosed in a dielectric continuum, cannot
be used in the general case.

In the early developments of solvent boundary poten-
tials, such long-range electrostatic effects were neglected.6,8,9

More recently, the problem has been revisited for calculating
the free energy difference between Asp and Asn in the active
site of aspartyl-tRNA synthetase.29–31 In those applications,
the effect of the solvent reaction field has been incorporated
using a perturbative correction relative to vacuum,29,30 or
relative to a uniform dielectric medium,31 and the influence
of the static field from the protein atoms in the outer region
was either included approximately using a distance-
dependent charge scaling scheme29,30 or ignored.31 Although
such schemes may be adequate in a specific case, there is still
no general method to incorporate accurately the long-range
electrostatic interactions for simulating a small region of a
large solvated macromolecular system. The existing method-
ology needs to be extended.

The goal of the present work is to extend SSBP to mac-
romolecular systems with arbitrary geometries. Practically,
one needs to incorporate both the influence of the macromo-
lecular charge distribution outside the simulation region as
well as the complex electrostatic response from the irregular
dielectric interfaces in a computationally efficient simulation
method. In Sec. II, the background and theoretical develop-
ments are given in detail with the numerical implementation
of the method. In Sec. III, the accuracy of the implementa-
tion is tested with a series of calculations with simple point-
charge systems. In addition, calculations with aspartyl-tRNA
synthetase,29 and the KcsA potassium channel32 are pre-
sented to test and illustrate the present developments. Mo-
lecular dynamics~MD! simulations are performed with
GSBP to assess the performance of the method. The paper
ends in Sec. IV with a brief summary and conclusion of the
main results.

II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS

A. General considerations

We consider a macromolecule~protein or nucleic acid
including any bound ligand! in a particular configuration,R,
immersed in a bulk liquid ofN solvent molecules. The po-
tential energy of the system isU tot(R,1,2,...,N). It is com-
posed of internal energy terms from the valence force field
~bonds, angles, and torsions! and nonbonded interactions
~Lennard-Jones 6–12 potentialsULJ , and electrostatic
Coulombic interactions between partial charges,Uelec!.

33

It has been shown previously that theN solvent mol-
ecules can be separated in two groups: then ‘‘inner’’ solvent
molecules nearest to a region of interest, and the remaining
‘‘outer’’ ( N2n) solvent molecules.16 This is represented
schematically in Fig. 1. The separation of the solvent mol-
ecule in two groups makes it possible to integrate out the
contribution of the outer solvent molecules such that their
influence is taken into account implicitly.16 The statistical
properties of the subsystem~comprising the macromolecule
and then inner solvent molecules! can be expressed rigor-
ously in terms of the Boltzmann average of the finite system
interacting with the effective potential of mean force~PMF!,
W(R,1,...,n), defined from the restricted configurational in-
tegral,

e2W~R,1,...,n!/kBT

5
1

C E d~n11!E d~n12!¯e2@U tot1Ucr#/kBT, ~1!

whereC is an arbitrary normalization constant, andUcr is an
effective hard repulsive potential acting only on the outer
solvent moleculesn11,n12,..., etc. The hard repulsive po-
tential is introduced as a formal device to account for the
configurational restriction~cr! on the outer solvent molecules
~they must be prevented to enter in the spherical inner region
to avoid multiple counting of their influence!; it does not act
directly on the macromolecule or then inner solvent mol-
ecules. The radius of the restricted inner region is determined
from the farthest inner solvent molecule. The radius is, thus,
flexible and varies according to the instantaneous configura-
tion of the inner solvent molecules.

According to the formulation based on Eq.~1!, averages
of observables as well as free energy differences involving
only on the degrees of freedom of the reduced system can be
expressed rigorously in terms of the PMFW. Choosing the
normalization constant as the unrestricted configurational in-
tegral of the outer solvent molecules allowed us to identify
W as the solvation free energy of an effective system com-
posed of one macromolecule andn solvent molecules, frozen
in the (R,1,...,n)-configuration, and an associated hard re-
pulsive inner region acting on the outer solvent molecules.16

This interpretation of the influence of the outer solvent mol-
ecules in terms of a configuration-dependent solvation free
energy is helpful in deriving approximations for boundary
potential.

The configuration-dependent free energy due to the sur-
rounding bulk solvent can be obtained by calculating, step by
step, the reversible thermodynamical work necessary to as-

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a large biomolecule system comprising
a macromolecule, a ligand, and solvent molecules.~a! The entire system is
shown with explicit solvent molecules.~b! The system is divided into an
outer and an inner region. In the inner region, the ligand, the solvent mol-
ecules, and part of the macromolecule are included explicitly. In the outer
region, the remaining atoms of the macromolecule are included explicitly
while the solvent is represented as a continuum dielectric medium.

2925J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 7, 15 February 2001 Solvent boundary potential
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semble the effective system.16 For the sake of notational clar-
ity, let us summarize all the Cartesian coordinates of the
atoms~macromolecules, ligand, and inner solvent molecule!
asX. The free energy is then,

W~X!5U~X!1DWcr~X!1DWnp~X!1DWelec~X!, ~2!

where U is the microscopic potential energy of the sub-
system, andDWcr , DWnp, and DWelec represent the con-
figurational restriction, the nonpolar, and the electrostatic
free energy contributions, respectively.

To obtain a reduced boundary potential involving only
the inner atoms it is necessary to integrate out all the remain-
ing degrees of freedom corresponding to the macromolecule
located in the outer region. The reduction in the number of
degrees of freedom can be expressed as,

e2W~Xi!/kBT5
1

C8
E dXoe

2W~Xi ,Xo!/kBT, ~3!

whereC8 is an arbitrary constant, andX i and Xo represent
the coordinates of the atoms in the inner and outer regions,
respectively. Although one can formally write such a multi-
dimensional integral, it cannot generally be resolved exactly.
If the influence of atomic fluctuations in the outer region can
be neglected, a reasonable approximation consists in
assuming that the atoms in the outer region are fixed in a
representative average configurationXo , i.e., W(X i)
'W(X i ,Xo).

9,29–31The key quantity of interest that needs to
be characterized is thus the configuration-dependent free en-
ergy functionW(X i ,Xo).

A number of approximations, based on different level of
sophistication, can be used to estimate the various free en-
ergy contributions toW(X i ,Xo). It is generally desirable to
use analytical functions to obtain a simple and computation-
ally inexpensive approximation to the boundary potential. In
particular, the nonpolar contribution gives rise to short-range
forces which can be well described by a simple mean field
approximation,7,8,16while the contribution to the electrostatic
free energy can be approximated very well by representing
the solvent in the outer region as a dielectric continuum.16 In
the implementation of SSBP,16 Kirkwood’s classical multi-
polar expansion28 was used to represent the electrostatic re-
action field from the surrounding solvent. This cannot work
when part of the macromolecule lies outside the simulation
region ~see Fig. 1!. In the general case, the average charge
distribution of the macromolecule in the outer region gives
rise to a static electrostatic potential acting on the charges in
the inner region. This static field is shielded, in a nontrivial
way, by the continuum dielectric surrounding the macromol-
ecule. Complex reaction fields arise from the irregular
macromolecule–solvent dielectric boundaries, effectively
coupling the charges in the inner and outer regions to one
another. These effects can be taken into account quantita-
tively by considering the electrostatic solvation free energy
contributionDWelec(X) expressed as34,35

DWelec~X!5
1

2 (
a

qaf rf~ra!, ~4!

where f rf(ra) is the reaction field at the position of the
atomic chargea. The electrostatic potentialf(r ) is obtained
by solving the Poisson equation36

“•@e~r !“fs~r !#524pr~r !, ~5!

wherer(r ) is the charge density of all the explicit atoms in
the system~from macromolecule and inner solvent mol-
ecules!, r(r )5Saqad(r2ra), and e(r ) is the space-
dependent dielectric constant. The dielectric constant is set to
es and em for the solvent and macromolecule in the outer
region, respectively~one should note thatem could be as-
signed a value different from 1, see Concluding Discussion!.
It should be noted that the dielectric constant in the inner
region is 1 since the solvent molecules are represented ex-
plicitly. The influence of ionic strength in the bulk can easily
be included by replacing the Poisson Eq.~5! by the Poisson–
Boltzmann~PB! equation. The reaction field potential in Eq.
~4! is obtained by subtracting a reference electrostatic poten-
tial computed in vacuum (fv), from the electrostatic poten-
tial computed in the dielectric solvent environment (fs).
The reference vacuum environment is obtained by setting
e(r ) to 1 at all points in the solvent region in the inner and
outer regions.

In principle, Eq.~5! can be solved numerically for any
arbitrary shape of dielectric boundary and charge distribution
using finite-difference overrelaxation methods.36,37However,
repeated solution of Eq.~5! during a dynamical trajectory is
computationally expensive and undesirable. To achieve com-
putational efficiency, an accurate and computationally con-
venient representation of the electrostatic contribution to the
free energy is needed. In the following section, a simple and
accurate method called the Generalized Solvent Boundary
Potential~GSBP! is developed to achieve this goal.

B. Generalized solvent boundary potential „GSBP…

1. Average smooth dielectric boundary

We seek an accurate closed-form expression for the elec-
trostatic contribution to the free energy,DWelec(X), which is
valid for any arbitrary geometry and charge distribution. One
problem is caused by the dependence of the dielectric inter-
faces on the instantaneous configuration of the explicit atoms
in the inner region of the system. While one can assumed
that the atoms in the outer region will be kept fixed around
some average representative positionXo during a simulation,
the atoms in the inner region will be allowed to move. The
consequence is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2~a! with an
instantaneous configuration of the explicit atoms in the sys-
tem. It is observed that the details of the dielectric interface,
defined by the superposition of the van der Waals envelop of
the explicit atoms and the configurational restriction repul-
sive potential, depend on the instantaneous position of the
solvent molecules in the inner region. This complex situation
must be simplified to develop a computationally efficient
method for simulations. A useful approximation is to assume
that the dielectric interface is, on average, smooth and invari-
ant. The nature of this approximation is illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 2~b!. To account for the finite size of the inner
solvent molecules lying near the surface of the inner region,

2926 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 7, 15 February 2001 Im, Bernèche, and Roux
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it is expected that the smooth dielectric boundary will be, on
average, at some effective distanceDRdiel from any of the
explicit solvent molecules in the inner region. The effective
distance can be empirically chosen to mimic the average
electrostatic effects in the solvent-exposed region.16 It may
be noted that this physically-motivated construction avoids
the familiar divergence problems associated with the pres-
ence of a point charge near the dielectric interface.5,13,16,28

Rigorously, the effective hard repulsive potential corre-
sponding to the configurational restriction should have a
variable radius~corresponding to the farthest solvent mol-
ecule!. However, the fluctuations are small and can generally
be neglected.16 This considerably simplifies the treatment of
the electrostatics.

2. Green’s function decomposition

A separation of the contributions from the inner and
outer regions in the electrostatic free energyDWelec(X) re-
quires a careful analysis. Although it is represented as a sum
over all atomic charges in Eq.~4!, this form is deceptive. In
fact, although the charge densityr(r ) can be expressed as
the sum of the charge distributions in the inner region,
r (i) (r ), and the outer region,r (o)(r ),

r~r !5r~o!~r !1r~ i!~r !, ~6!

the reaction fieldf rf in Eq. ~4! depends on all the atomic
charges. To make progress in the analysis, it is useful to
expressDWelec(X) in terms of the reaction field Green’s
function Grf(r ,r 8) corresponding to the reaction field poten-
tial at r due to a point charge atr 8,

f rf~r !5E dr 8 Grf~r ,r 8!r~r 8!, ~7!

such that the free energy can be expressed as,

DWelec5
1

2 E dr dr 8 r~r !Grf~r ,r 8!r~r 8!. ~8!

Inserting the charge density Eq.~6! into Eq. ~8! yields the
various inner–inner, inner–outer, and outer–outer contribu-
tions,

DWelec5DW elec
~oo!1DW elec

~ io!1DW elec
~ ii ! . ~9!

The first term arises from the reaction field interactions
of the charges in the outer region,

DW elec
~oo!5

1

2 E dr dr 8 r~o!~r !Grf~r ,r 8!r~o!~r 8!

5
1

2 (
aPouter

qaf rf
~o!~ra!. ~10!

In a fixed configuration of the atoms in the outer region, this
is simply a constant term which does not affect the atoms in
the inner region.

The second term arises from the coupling between the
charge in the inner region and the reaction field of the
charges in the outer region,

DW elec
~ io!5E dr dr 8 r~ i!~r !Grf~r ,r 8!r~o!~r 8!

5 (
aP inner

qaf rf
~o!~ra! ~11!

@the symmetry property of the Green’s function,Grf(r ,r 8)
5Grf(r 8,r ) has been used to simplify the expression#. The
outer reaction field,f rf

(o) , is equal to the electrostatic poten-
tial computed in the dielectric solvent environment,fs

(o) ,
minus the reference electrostatic potential computed in
vacuum,fv

(o) . The later corresponds to the bare Coulombic
potential between the inner and outer charges of the micro-
scopic potential function, i.e.,SaP innerqafv

(o)(ra)[Uelec
(io) .

Therefore, all the static inner–outer electrostatic interactions
can be combined together as

Uelec
~ io!1DW elec

~ io!5 (
aP inner

qafs
~o!~ra!, ~12!

wherefs
(o)(r ) is the total static field from the charges in the

outer region acting onto the inner region taking into account
the effect of the dielectric shielding of the environment. This
form is computationally advantageous because it is possible
to avoid the repeated sum over all pairs of inner and outer
~fixed! charges in computing the Coulombic interactions. For
a given configuration of the outer atoms, the total static
solvent-shielded fieldfs

(o)(r ), can be calculated once and
stored for efficient computer simulations. This field is inde-
pendent of the instantaneous configuration of the~moving!
atom in the inner region because of the approximation of the
smooth average dielectric interface in the solvent-exposed
region ~see Fig. 2!.

The third and last term arises from the reaction field
interactions of the charges in the inner region,

FIG. 2. Schematic description of the interface between the explicit atoms
and the implicit solvent. The inner simulation region is represented by a
long-dashed line and the implicit solvent region is indicated by the shaded
area.~a! Instantaneous configuration of the inner simulation region of radius
Rinner. The implicit solvent region is represented by the van der Waals
envelop of the explicit atoms plus the configurational restriction of the same
radius as the inner simulation region. The instantaneous shape of the van der
Waals envelop of the system possesses some roughness in the boundary.~b!
It is assumed that the interface is smooth and spherical on average in the
solvent-exposed region for a practical computational algorithm. To account
for the finite size of the inner solvent molecules lying near the surface of the
inner simulation region, it is expected that the smooth dielectric boundary
will be, on average, at some effective distanceDRdiel from any of the ex-
plicit solvent molecules in the inner simulation region. The inner region is
extended byDRdiel to define a smooth spherical dielectric cavity of
Rext.cavity. Fixed atoms in the system are represented by black-filled spheres.

2927J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 7, 15 February 2001 Solvent boundary potential
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DWelec
~ ii ! 5

1

2 E dr dr 8 r~ i!~r !Grf~r ,r 8!r~ i!~r 8!

5
1

2 (
aP inner

qaf rf
~ i!~ra!. ~13!

In contrast withf rf
(o) , it is not useful to keepf rf

(i) in memory
since its value depends on the instantaneous position of the
all the charges in the inner region. In principle, the reaction
field Green’s function is independent of the charge positions
and could be stored. However, it is a function of six inde-
pendent Cartesian coordinates and this would require exces-
sive memory resources and computations. These difficulties
are circumvented by expressing the atomic charge distribu-
tion in the inner region using a normalized basis set$bm(r )%,

r~ i!~r !5(
m

cmbm~r !. ~14!

The basis functions are nonzero inside a smooth extended
cavity corresponding to the inner region augmented by
DRdiel to account for the physical size of solvent molecules
~see the discussion of the dielectric interface above!. The
coefficientscm can be written as

cm5(
n

Smn
21Qn , ~15!

where the elements of the overlap matrixSnm and the vector
Qn are given by

Snm5E dr bn~r !bm~r !, ~16!

Qn5 (
aP inner

qabn~ra!. ~17!

The quantitiesQn play the role of generalized multipole mo-
ments. In terms of Eqs.~13!, ~14!, and ~15!, the basis-set
representation onDW elec

(ii) becomes

DW elec
~ ii ! 5

1

2 E dr dr 8F(
im

Sim
21Qmbi~r !GGrf~r ,r 8!

3F(
jn

Sjn
21Qnbj~r 8!G

5
1

2 (
mn

(
i j

Sim
21QmF E dr dr 8bi~r !Grf~r ,r 8!bj~r 8!G

3Sjn
21Qn

5
1

2 (
mn

QmF(
i j

Sim
21Mi j Sjn

21GQn

5
1

2 (
mn

QmMmn* Qn . ~18!

M* is a generalized reaction field matrix for the system and
represents the numerical reaction field Green’s function be-
tween those generalized multipolesQn . M* is equivalent to
M if the basis set is made up of orthonormal functions,
Snm5dnm . In the case of the familiar Kirkwood expansion,16

the corresponding matrixM* is diagonal~see Eq.~25! be-
low!. Although the generalized multipole momentsQn are
calculated for each instantaneous configuration of the inner
region during computer simulations, it should be noted that
M* does not depend on the instantaneous configuration of
the atom in the inner region because of the smooth dielectric
interface in the solvent-exposed region. Thus, it can be cal-
culated once and stored for efficient computer simulations.

Finally, using Eqs.~9!, ~12!, and~18!, the free energy in
Eq. ~2! becomes

W~X!5U ~oo!1DWelec
~oo!1U ~ ii !1U int

~ io!1ULJ
~ io!

1DWcr1DWnp

1 (
aP inner

qafs
~o!~ra!1

1

2 (
mn

QmMmn* Qn , ~19!

where U (ii) , U (io), and U (oo) represent the inner–inner,
inner–outer, and outer–outer potential energies, respectively.
The last two terms in Eq.~19!, corresponding to the total
influence of the electrostatic environment on the inner re-
gion, constitute the core of the GSBP. This is the main result
of the present paper.

For the sake of completeness, the energy contributions
involving only the outer atoms, i.e.,U (oo) andDWelec

(oo) , have
been included in Eq.~19!. However, as mentioned above,
they are constant terms for a fixed configuration of the atoms
in the outer region and do not affect the atoms in the inner
region. It may be noted that the decomposition of Eq.~9! can
be made for any arbitrary partitioning of the atoms~i.e., the
atoms do not have to be associated with specific spatial re-
gions!. This fact can be exploited in the assignment of the
fixed macromolecule atoms~see below!. In finite-difference
PB calculation the point chargeqa is projected onto the grid
using a triliner function.38 The projected grid chargeqa

grid

thus depends on the position of atoma. The total force act-
ing on atoma in the inner region is obtained by taking the
first derivative of Eq.~19! with respect to the position of
atoma,

Fa52
]

]ra
~U ~ ii !1U int

~ io!1ULJ
~ io!!2

]DWnp

]ra

2fs
~o!~ra!

]qa
grid

]ra
2qa(

mn
QmMmn*

]bn~ra!

]ra
, ~20!

where we exploited the fact that the static fieldfs
(o)(r ) and

M* do not depend on the position of atoma. The spatial
derivatives of the grid chargeqa

grid can be calculated
analytically.38,39

C. Implementation and computational details

The GSBP method has been implemented into the PBEQ
module21,38,40 of the biomolecular simulation program
CHARMM41 for spherical and orthorhombic inner simulation
regions. Orthonormal basis-sets based on spherical harmon-
ics or cartesian Legendre polynomials for these geometries
are given in the Appendix. In a standard application of
GSBP, the solvent-shielded electrostatic potentialfs

(o)(r )
and the generalized reaction field matrixM* are first calcu-
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lated and stored. Then, during a simulation, the generalized
multipole momentsQn are calculated for every instantaneous
configuration of the atoms in the inner region. Of course, all
the moving atoms~macromolecule, ligand, and solvent! ly-
ing in the inner region must be assigned to the inner set.
However, the treatment of the fixed macromolecule atoms
lying in the intermediate space located outside the inner re-
gion, but within the extended dielectric cavity withDRdiel ,
leaves us some choice. Those fixed macromolecule atoms
can be arbitrarly assigned to the outer set or to the inner set
on the basis of computational convenience. Their influence is
included infs

(o) in the former, while it is included inUelec
(ii)

1DW (ii) in the later. In the present implementation we cho-
sed to assign the intermediate atoms to the inner region to
have an accurate microscopic potentialUelec

(ii) and avoid the
natural inaccuracy of the grid-based potentialfs

(o) near the
source charges. This choice also facilitates the correct han-
dling of the 1–2 and 1–3 nonbonded exclusion between co-
valently bonded neighbors.41

To calculatefs
(o)(r ), all atomic charges in the inner re-

gion are set to zero and the PB equation for the system,

“•@e~r !¹fs
~o!~r !#2k̄2~r !fs

~o!~r !524pr~o!~r !, ~21!

is solved using finite-difference methods.36,37 The result of
the calculation, i.e., the electrostatic potential on each point
of the discrete grid, is then stored.

The calculation ofM exploits the fact that thenmth
matrix element corresponds to the interaction between the
reaction field due to the charge density supported by the
basis functionbm(r ) and the charge density ofbn(r ),

Mnm5E dr dr 8bn~r !Grf~r ,r 8!bm~r 8!

5E dr bn~r !f rf~r ;bm~r !!, ~22!

wheref rf(r ;bm(r ))[@fs(r ;bm(r ))2fv(r ;bm(r ))# is the re-
action field due to the basis functionbm(r ). The basis func-
tions are nonzero inside the dielectric cavity corresponding
to the inner region extended byDRdiel . To calculate the ma-
trix element, all atomic charges in the system are first set to
zero. Then, the PB equation is solved with the full dielectric
environment using the basis function as a continuous charge
distribution in the extended dielectric cavity,

“•@e~r !“fs~r ;bm~r !!#2k̄2~r !fs~r ;bm~r !!524pbm~r !.

~23!

The reaction field is calculated by subtracting the electro-
static potential from the reference vacuum system,

“•@e~r !“fv~r ;bm~r !!#524pbm~r !. ~24!

In the reference vacuum calculation, the dielectric constant
of the solvent in the outer region is set to 1, while the dielec-
tric constant of the macromolecule in the outer region is set
to em which may differ from unity.

Having chosen an appropriate basis set$bm(r )% for the
shape of the inner region, the procedure for the construction
of the reaction field matrixM* is the following:

~i! Setup the finite-difference PB equation with a normal-
ized basis functionbm . All atomic charges in the in-
ner and outer regions are set to zero while the charge
on each grid point inside the inner region extended by
DRdiel is assigned by the basis functionbm ,
q( i , j ,k)5bm( i , j ,k)h3, where h is the grid spacing
and q( i , j ,k) and bm( i , j ,k) are the charge and the
basis function at the grid point (xi ,yj ,zk);

~ii ! Solve the finite-difference PB Eqs.~23! and ~24! in
both environments in order to obtain the reaction field
for the basis functionbm ,f rf(r ;bm(r ));

~iii ! Calculate the matrix elements (Mnm). The matrix el-
ements are calculated by projecting the reaction field
of the basis functionbm onto a charge distribution
corresponding purely to the basis functionbn and cal-
culating the integral Eq.~22! for n51,...,m;

~iv! Repeat the previous steps for the desired number of
basis functions;

~v! Calculate the overlap matrixS in Eq. ~16! if the basis
functions are not orthogonal. In this case, the reaction
field matrix is given byM* 5S21

•M•S21.

A standard procedure in finite-difference PB calculations
is to set the value of the potential at the edge of the grid
using the analytical solution from the Debye–Huckel theory
summed over all atomic charges in the system.36 However,
this simple procedure causes dificulties when using a con-
tinuous basis functionbn as a charge density. The large num-
ber of grid-charges corresponding to the basis function in-
creases significantly the computational cost of setting up the
boundary conditions at the edge of the grid. To reduce the
number of grid-charges, the PB equation is first solved for a
coarse grid with large spatial extent and the result is refined
subsequently by using a focused calculation.42

III. NUMERICAL TESTS AND APPLICATIONS

As a first step, numerical tests were performed with very
simple model systems composed of point charges inside
spherical and cubic cavities to check our ability to express
the reaction fieldf rf

(i) (r ) using a finite expansion of basis
functions. As a second step, the method is tested and illus-
trated in the case of two realistic systems: aspartyl-tRNA
synthetase29–31 with a spherical inner region and the KcsA
potassium channel32,43 with an orthorhombic inner region.

A. Numerical tests with simple models

Two model systems were constructed of two point
charges (qA5qB511.0e) inside a spherical cavity with a
radius of 12 Å and a cubic cavity with a length of 19.6 Å.
Both cavities were centered at the origin and enclosed in a
isotropic dielectric continuum withes580. The two simple
systems were chosen because they provide important tests of
the basis-set approach. All PB calculations were performed
using a 653 cubic grid with a grid spacing of 0.8 Å~coarse
grid! followed by a focussing to a grid spacing of 0.4 Å~fine
grid!. Both coarse and fine cubic grids were centered at the
origin. 19 multipoles (L518) consisting of total of 361 basis
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functions were used for the spherical case and total of 343
basis functions of 7 Legendre polynomials in each direction
for the cubic case.

In the case of the spherical cavity, the Kirkwood reaction
field provides a closed-form expression for the electrostatic
free energy of an arbitrary charge distribution,28

DWelec52
1

2 (
lm

4puQlmu2

~2l 11!

1

R2l 11 F es21

es1 l /~ l 11!G , ~25!

whereR is the radius of the cavity and the multipole moment
Qlm is given by

Qlm5(
a

qaYlm* ~ua ,fa!urau l , ~26!

where a is an index for the point charges andYlm is the
spherical harmonics~see Appendix!. Thus, the accuracy of
the basis-set approach to the electrostatic solvation energy
can be assessed by comparing with Eq.~25! and the results
from finite-difference PB calculations. In contrast, there is no
closed-form expression for the electrostatic free energy for a

charge distribution inside an orthorhombic cavity enclosed
by a dielectric medium. In this case, the accuracy of the
basis-set expansion can be examined only by comparing with
numerical finite-difference PB calculation.

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show the variations in the electro-
static free energy as a function of the position of the charge
qB in the spherical and cubic cavities, respectively, keeping
the chargeqA fixed at the center of both cavities. In both
cases, the results are excellent except when the moving
chargeqB is approaching the dielectric boundary. Then, the
reaction field exhibits the familiar divergence
phenomena28,5,13,16and a very large number of multipoles is
required to calculate the electrostatic solvation energy accu-
rately. The convergence of the basis-set expansion for
DWelec is shown in Fig. 4 for various positions of the charge
qB in the case of the spherical cavity. It is observed that the
free energy does not converge very well, even with 19 mul-
tipoles, as the charge gets too close to the boundary. How-
ever, in a real system such divergences are unphysical since
an intermediate region between an atomic charge and the
dielectric boundary should exist~see Fig. 2!.

When both point charges are located at the origin of the
spherical cavity, all multipolar moments in Eq.~26! are zero
and Eq.~25! reduces to the familiar Born energy,44 DWelec

5Q2/2R(1/es21). For the spherical cavity, the Born energy
is 254.65 kcal/mol~with Q512.0e, R512 Å, andes580!.
In comparison, both the GSBP basis-set expansion and the
finite-difference PB calculation yield254.84 kcal/mol. The
accord with the Born energy is excellent. The slight differ-
ence between the analytical and numerical results is inevi-
table due to the discreteness of the grid. Interestingly, the
electrostatic solvation energy arises only from the monopole
even for an arbitrary charge distribution as long as it pos-
sesses spherical symmetry. According to Gauss’ Law, the
potential and electric field outside the charge distribution are
the same, whether a single point charge is at the origin or a
uniform charge density is distributed inside the sphere. Thus,
although the spherical harmonic functionY00 does not repro-
duce the charge distribution corresponding to a point charge
located at the origin, the electrostatic solvation energy is per-

FIG. 3. ~a! Total and charging electrostatic solvation energies as a function
of the distance of moving point chargeB in the spherical cavity; basis-set
approach~1!, analytical results~h!, and PB calculations~L!. ~b! Total and
charging electrostatic solvation energies as a function of the distance of
moving point chargeB in the cubic cavity; PB calculations~L! and basis-
set approach~1!. The charging electrostatic solvation energy is defined as
DDWelec5DWelec(qA ,qB)2DWelec(qA50,qB).

FIG. 4. Convergence of the total electrostatic solvation energies as a func-
tion of number of multipoles for different position of chargeB; basis-set
approach~solid line! and analytical results~dashed line!.
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fectly reproduced. This example shows why a basis-set ex-
pansion can converge rapidly. The true test of the basis-set
expansion is not how well the charge density is reproduced,
but how accurate is the electrostatic free energy. Even
though this argument is rigorously valid only in the case of a
spherical region, it remains essentially correct, even in the
case of an orthorhombic region. When both point charges are
located at the origin of the cubic region, the free energy
calculated with finite-diffence PB is257.25 kcal/mol. Cor-
respondingly, the basis-set expansion with 343 basis func-
tions gives258.89 kcal/mol, in good accord with the nu-
merical calculation. The dominant contribution still arises
from the uniform basis function which yielded253.61 kcal/
mol. In contrast to the case of a spherical region, however,
the basis-set expansion in the orthorhombic cavity requires
more than the uniform basis function, even for the centered
charges.

Charging free energies play a crucial role in many free
energy perturbation simulations of biomolecular systems. As
shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, the charging free energy of
the charge qA defined as DDWelec5DWelec(qA ,qB)
2DWelec(qA50,qB) remains accurate, even when the charge
qB is approaching the boundary. This is an important obser-
vation which will enable us to use GSBP to perform thermo-
dynamic free energy perturbation simulations involving
changes in the charges of a subset of atoms in the inner
region.

B. Tests with realistic atomic systems

The optimal shape of the inner region depends on the
molecular system. A spherical inner region is well adapted
for the active site region of a large protein such as aspartyl-
tRNA synthetase,29–31 whereas an orthorhombic region is
better for the interior of a long narrow ion channel such as
KcsA potassium channel.32,43 Both systems were chosen to
illustrate and test GSBP. In the following, all the finite-
difference PB calculations were done with the PBEQ
module21,38,40 of the biomolecular simulation program
CHARMM41 using the set of optimized atomic radii for amino
acids.21

1. Aspartyl-tRNA synthetase

The atomic model of theEscherichia coliaspartyl-tRNA
synthetase enzyme was graciously provided by
Simonson.29–31 The model was originally constructed from
one dimer of the enzyme~590 residues/monomer!, one
ligand molecule~aspartic acid! bound in the active site, and
384 water molecules solvating a 20 Å spherical region
around the active site.29–31In the GSBP application, a spheri-
cal inner region was centered on the active site with a radius
of 15 Å. The inner region was then extended byDRdiel

52 Å to define a smooth spherical dielectric cavity of 17 Å.
For the sake of clarity and further analysis, the spherical
region of 15 Å radius is called the ‘‘inner simulation re-
gion,’’ while that of 17 Å is called the ‘‘extended cavity
region.’’ The model system is shown schematically in Fig.
5~a!. All the results are summarized in Table I.

The basis functions were generated from the first 19
multipolar spherical harmonics as described in Eq.~A1! of

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the simulating systems for~a! aspartyl-
tRNA synthetase, and~b! the KcsA potassium channel. The full systems are
shown in the left-hand side and the reduced system for GSBP with dielectric
interfaces are shown in the right-hand side. The inner simulation region is
defined by~a! a spherical region of a radius of 15 Å centered on the active
site and~b! a 26.4 Å326.4 Å338.4 Å orthorhombic box centered at~0.0,
0.0, 10.0!.

TABLE I. GSBP for spherical region with Aspartyl-tRNA synthetase.a,b

Radius of spherical inner region 15 Å

Number of atoms:
outer region 16958
extended dielectric cavity region 2056
inner simulation region 1357

Interaction energy between the outer and extended dielectric cavity
regions:
Potential functionUelec

(io) 21270.59
GSBP with potential stored on grid~vacuum environment! 21276.12

Interaction energy between the outer and inner simulation regions:
Potential functionUelec

(io) 2116.82
GSBP with potential stored on grid~vacuum environment! 2117.74

Reaction field energy for the extended dielectric cavity region:
Finite-difference PB 2745.18
GSBP basis-set expansion 2798.09

Reaction field energy for the inner simulation region:
Finite-difference PB 2249.35
GSBP basis-set expansion 2246.16

aAll energies are given in kcal/mol.
bAll PB calculations were performed using a 1113 grid with with a grid
spacing of 1.2 Å followed by a focusing to a spacing of 0.4 Å.
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the Appendix. This yields a total of 361 basis functions ex-
pansion of the inner-inner reaction field. The reaction field
matrix M* and the static fieldfs

(o) were calculated using a
1113 cubic grid with a grid spacing of 1.2 Å~coarse grid!
followed by a focussing to a grid spacing of 0.4 Å~fine grid!.
The coarse grid was centered at the origin, whereas the fine
grid was centered on the active site. The dielectric constant
of the solvent outside the spherical inner region was set to 80
with no salt concentration. The dielectric constant of the pro-
tein was set to 1.

The validity of the decomposition of Eq.~9! was exam-
ined by calculating the inner–inner, inner–outer, and outer–
outer contributions with PB. It was verified that the sum of
the individual inner–inner, inner–outer, and outer–outer
contributions was equal exactly to the total electrostatic sol-
vation energyDWelec calculated directly with PB~data not
shown!. The accuracy of the solvent-shielded static field en-
ergyfs

(o) and the corresponding forces was assessed by com-
paring finite-difference PB calculations for a vacuum envi-
ronment with the analytical Coulombic energy and forces of
the microscopic potential function. As shown in Table I, the
Coulombic potential energyUelec

(io) ~which includes explicitly
all charge-charge interactions! is reproduced very well by the
results from finite-difference PB calculations. Due to dis-
creteness of the grid, the calculated potentialfv

(o) becomes
more accurate at a certain distance from source charges. This
is clearly shown in Table I when only the inner simulation
region is included in the calculation. The inner–outer forces
are also very accurately reproduced. Figure 6 shows theX-,
Y-, andZ-components of the vacuum PB electrostatic forces
of each atom inside the inner simulation region versus the
corresponding Coulombic forces~fixed protein atoms in the
intermediate region and hydrogen atoms are not shown on
the plot!. The excellent results for the inner-outer electro-
static energy and forces for the vacuum environment suggest
that the calculation of the static fieldfs

(o) shielded by the
solvent environment should also be accurate. As also shown
in Table I, some differences are observed between the PB
and basis-set calculations for the reaction field energy when
all the atoms inside the extended dielectric cavity are in-

cluded. According to the previous tests~Sec. III A!, the in-
accuracies come mostly from the charges located in the in-
termediate region near the dielectric surface of the cavity. In
MD simulations with GSBP, the intermediate protein atoms
must be fixed. Nonetheless, the finite basis set can reproduce
very well the electrostatic charging free energy for the~mov-
ing! atoms in the inner region. An accurate description of the
charging free energy of the moving atoms will be important
to perform free energy perturbation simulations involving
alchemical modification of the atomic charges using GSBP.

Generally, the electrostatic free energy may be domi-
nated by a small subset of basis functions, typically the mul-
tipoles of lowest order. To increase the efficiency of the al-
gorithm it is desirable to limit the total number of basis
functions involved in the expansion. In Kirkwood’s classical
reaction field, the importance of the contributions increases
with the multipolar orderl. In the general case, however, the
generalized reaction field matrixM* is not diagonal and it is
unclear that such an ordering is optimal. It is possible to
make a sorted list of the basis functions according to their
contribution to the reaction field energy,

Em5U12Qm
2 Mmm* 1 (

nÞm
QnMnm* QmU. ~27!

To construct the sorted list, the matrix elements related to the
basis function having the lowest contribution are removed
from M and the sum in Eq.~27! is recalculated using the
remaining basis functions. Figure 7~a! shows the variations
of the GSBP reaction field energies with and without the
sorting in Eq.~27! as a function of number of basis func-
tions. The sorting significantly increases the convergence of
the sum. In the sorted list, more than half of the functions
contribute very little to the reaction field energy.

Finally, the stability and accuracy of the basis-set reac-
tion field forces was examined by comparing with the ana-
lytical forces calculated from finite-difference PB~see Refs.
38 and 45 for more details about the analytical treatment of
PB forces!. All X-, Y-, and Z-components of the basis-set
reaction field forces of each atom inside the inner simulation
region vs the corresponding PB forces are shown in Fig.
8~a!. @For the sake of clarity, the figures only show the forces
which are between25.0 and 5.0 kcal/~mol Å!.# The basis-set
reaction field forces reproduce well the PB reaction field
forces. As shown in Fig. 8~b!, the accuracy is slightly dete-
riorated when the number of basis functions is reduced from
361 to 200. Table II shows the basis-set reaction field ener-
gies and force errors as a function of number of basis func-
tions. These results indicate that the accuracy of the forces is
more sensitive to the number of basis functions than the
energy.

2. KcsA potassium channel

The atomic model was originally constructed of the tet-
rameric KcsA channel with 3 potassium ions,32 around 80
water molecules in the pore, 112 DPPC lipids~46 in the
upper layer and 66 in the lower layer!, and around 6500
water molecules to form the bulk region with 23 chloride and
12 potassium ions to represent a 150 mM ionic salt.43 For the

FIG. 6. Vacuum PB electrostatic forces versus the corresponding Coulom-
bic forces in the aspartyl-tRNA synthetase system.
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present test all lipid molecules and ions except three potas-
sium ions in the pore were removed. For GSBP, the inner
simulation region was defined as a 26.4 Å326.4 Å338.4 Å
orthorhombic box centered at~0.0,0.0,10.0!. The inner re-
gion was then extended byDRdiel52 Å in all directions to
define a smooth 28.4 Å328.4 Å340.4 Å orthorhombic di-
electric cavity. The model system is shown in Fig. 5~b!.

The basis functions were generated from all combination
of the first eight Legendre polynomials in each Cartesian
direction as described in Eq.~A10! of the Appendix. This
yields a total of 512 basis functions expansion of the inner-
inner reaction field. The reaction field matrixM* and the
static fieldfs

(o) were calculated using a 853 coarse grid with
a grid spacing of 1.2 Å followed by a 853853115 fine grid
with a grid spacing of 0.4 Å. The coarse grid was centered at
the origin and the fine grid at~0.0,0.0,10.0!. The dielectric
constant of the solvent and membrane regions outside the
orthorhombic inner region were set to 80 and 2, respectively.
The dielectric constant of the protein was set to 1. A 150 mM
ionic salt was assumed in the bulk solvent region. The thick-
ness of the membrane was set to 29.0 Å along theZ-axis
extending in theX andY direction. The finite-difference PB
equation was solved with periodic boundary conditions in

the X and Y directions. All the results about the system are
summarized in Table III.

Although the results demonstrate that GSBP is valid,
some differences between the numerical values ofWelec,v

(io) and
Uelec

(io) are observed. The values of Table III are2350.83, and
2369.51, respectively. In contrast, the corresponding values
from Table I ~the aspartyl-tRNA synthetase system!, which
are 2116.82 and 2117.74, respectively, appear to be

FIG. 7. Basis-set reaction field energies versus number of basis functions in
~a! the aspartyl-tRNA synthetase system and~b! the KcsA potassium chan-
nel system. with~dashed line! and without~solid line! the sorting method.

FIG. 8. Basis-set reaction field forces with~a! 361 and~b! 200 limited basis
functions versus the corresponding PB forces in the aspartyl-tRNA syn-
thetase system. For the sake of clarity, the figures only show the forces
which are between25.0 and 5.0 kcal/~mol Å!. Forces which are outside the
range also show good agreement~data not shown!.

TABLE II. The GSBP reaction field energies and forces in the aspartyl-
tRNA synthetase system.

No. basis
functions DW elec

(ii) a

Force errorb

TimecAvg. Max. RMSD

100 2796.81 0.24 3.87 0.12 0.10
200 2798.45 0.19 3.70 0.11 0.15
300 2798.09 0.16 2.96 0.08 0.21
361 2798.09 0.07 1.64 0.02 0.25

aThe GSBP reaction field energy in kcal/mol.
bThe force error is defined asuFGSBP2FPBu in kcal/~mol Å!.
cCPU time in second on a Pentium III~700 MHz!. The sorting of the basis
functions takes around 0.75 s.
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much closer. These differences arise from contributions from
the neighboring systems due to theXYperiodicity used in the
PB calculations with a membrane;Welec,v

(io) includes the con-
tributions from infinite image charges in theXY directions,
but the biomolecular potential functionUelec

(io) does not. Cal-
culations with an increasingly large grid can be used to dem-
onstrate the accuracy offs

(o) in such anXY periodic system
~results not shown!. In a realistic situation with a high sol-
vent dielectric constant and ionic screening, the influence
from the periodic neighbors is negligible.

Table III also shows the results for the PB and basis-set
reaction field energies. The reaction field energy of the atoms
in the inner simulation region is very well reproduced by the
finite basis set. Figure 7~b! shows the variations of the basis-
set reaction field energies with and without the sorting in Eq.
~27! as a function of number of basis functions. An efficient
convergence is achieved after sorting. Figure 9~a! shows all
X-, Y-, and Z-components of the basis-set reaction field
forces of each atom inside the inner simulation region vs the
exact anlytical PB forces~the intermediate atoms and hydro-
gen atoms are not shown!. Calculation with only 300 basis
functions ~with the sorting method! is shown in Fig. 9~b!.
@For the sake of clarity, the figures only show the forces
which are between25.0 and 5.0 kcal/~mol•Å!.# As observed
in the previous test, the forces are more sensitive to the num-
ber of basis functions than the energy. This is also clearly
shown in Table IV, where the errors are given as a function
of number of basis functions. Nevertheless, the basis-set cal-
culation with 300 basis functions reproduces well the reac-
tion field energy and forces from PB, as shown in Fig. 9~b!
and Table IV.

3. Dynamical simulations

As a final illustration of the current implementation of
GSBP in the programCHARMM,41 we calculated several tra-

jectories for the aspartyl-tRNA synthetase system. The Ver-
let algorithm was used with a time step of 0.001 ps and the
temperature was 300 K. All the 361 basis functions were
used for the reaction field calculations without the sorting.
All groups of protein atoms belonging to 1–3 pairs from
atoms in the outer region were also fixed for the consistent

FIG. 9. Basis-set reaction field forces with~a! 512 and~b! 300 limited basis
functions versus the corresponding PB forces in the KcsA potassium chan-
nel system. For the sake of clarity, the figures only show the forces which
are between25.0 and 5.0 kcal/~mol Å!. Some forces which are outside the
range also show good agreement~data not shown!.

TABLE III. GSBP for rthorhombic region with KcsA potassium channel.a,b

Dimension of orthorhombic box 28.4 Å328.4 Å340.4 Å

Number of atoms:
outer region 3470
extended dielectric cavity region 2797
inner simulation region 1901

Interaction energy between the outer and extended dielectric cavity
regions:
Potential functionUelec

(io) 23054.18
GSBP with potential stored on grid~vacuum environment! 23252.88

Interaction energy between the outer and inner simulation regions:
Potential functionUelec

(io) 2350.83
GSBP with potential stored on grid~vacuum environment! 2369.51

Reaction field energy for the extended dielectric cavity region:
Finite-difference PB 2455.67
GSBP basis-set expansion 2467.35

Reaction field energy for the inner simulation region:
Finite-difference PB 268.72
GSBP basis-set expansion 266.86

aAll energies are given in kcal/mol.
bAll PB calculations were performed using a 853 grid with a grid spacing of
1.2 Å followed by a 853853115 grid with a spacing of 0.4 Å.

TABLE IV. The basis-set reaction field energies and force errors in the
KcsA potassium channel system.

No. basis
functions DW elec

(ii) a

Force errorb

TimecAvg. Max. RMSD

100 2457.34 0.20 3.37 0.09 0.03
200 2466.61 0.15 2.93 0.06 0.05
300 2467.34 0.10 3.64 0.05 0.07
400 2467.51 0.09 2.42 0.03 0.10
512 2467.35 0.06 1.34 0.01 0.13

aThe basis-set reaction field energy in kcal/mol.
bThe force error is defined asuFGSBP2FPBu in kcal/~mol Å!.
cCPU time in second on a Pentium III~700 MHz!. The sorting of the basis
functions takes around 3.50 s.
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treatment of electrostatic interactions coming from the static
field fs

(o) with inner–outer Coulombic interactionsUelec
(io) .

Three sets of MD trajectories were generated both with
and without GSBP. For the first and second sets the Coulom-
bic potential was used with no cutoff or a 12 Å cutoff dis-
tance, respectively. For the last one, the extended electro-
static treatment using a multipole approximation for groups
more than 12 Å apart was used.46 The total energy was very
well conserved in the course of trajectories with GSBP,
showing that the GSBP forces are calculated accurately. The
cost of GSBP depends on the calculation method for the
nonbonding interactions. The simulations without GSBP
took 6.7 min/ps~with cutoff!, 7.8 min/ps ~with extended
electrostatics!, and 39.8 min/ps~with no cutoff!, whereas the
simulations with GSBP took 9.4 min/ps~with cutoff!, 9.9
min/ps ~with extended electrostatics!, and 46.8 min/ps~with
no cutoff! on a Pentium III~700 MHz!. It is quite remarkable
that incorporating GSBP requires only 27% more computa-
tional time than a simple vacuum simulation with the ex-
tended electrostatic treatment. For comparison, a fully sol-
vated aspartyl-tRNA synthetase system would contain more
than 70 000 atom and would take on the order of 7 h/ps with
the Particle Mesh Ewald~PME!. Since the relative cost
strongly depends on the number of atoms in the inner region,
it may be most useful to use GSBP for systems with few
hundreds to few thousands atoms in the inner region. Fur-
thermore, a judicious choice of the frequency of the sorting
with a limited number of basis functions can reduce the cost
of GSBP~see Table II!. For example, the simulation with a
cutoff took 8.3 min/ps with limited 200 basis functions and
update frequency of 100 step for the sorted list.

IV. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

A general approach has been developed to allow accu-
rate simulations of a small region of interest~the inner at-
oms! from a large macromolecular system and incorporate
the influence of the remaining atoms~the outer atoms! with
an effective boundary potential. Long-range electrostatic ef-
fects are included by treating the surrounding solvent as a
continuum dielectric. Both the solvent-shielded static field
from the outer atoms of the macromolecule and the reaction
field from the dielectric solvent acting on the inner atoms are
included. The solvent-shielded static field from the outer at-
oms is calculated once from the finite-difference PB equation
and the result is stored for efficient simulations. The solvent
reaction field is expressed in terms of a basis-set expansion.
The basis-set coefficients correspond to generalized electro-
static multipoles. A matrix representing the reaction field
Green’s function between those generalized multipoles is
calculated only once using the PB equation and stored for
efficient simulations. The generalized multipoles are calcu-
lated ‘‘on the fly’’ during a simulation. Interestingly, a basis-
set expansion of the electrostatic potential has been used pre-
viously to solve the Poisson equation for small molecules
immersed in solvent.47 Despite some similarities, there are
significant differences with the present method. In particular,
we chose to expand the charge density in the inner region
instead of the potential. This choice enabled us to calculate

directly a generalized Green’s function reaction field matrix
M* for dielectric interfaces of arbitrary shape.

The GSBP method was implemented in the biomolecular
simulation programCHARMM41 for spherical and orthorhom-
bic inner simulation regions. The accuracy of GSBP was
examined and tested for simple systems, and two detailed
atomic systems: the active site region of a large aspartyl-
tRNA synthetase with a spherical inner region, and the inte-
rior of the KcsA potassium channel with an orthorhombic
inner region. Orthonormal basis-sets exists for those two
regular shapes based on spherical harmonics or cartesian
Legendre polynomials. More generally, the formalism could
also support nonorthogonal for simulating an inner region of
arbitrary shape. Comparison with numerical finite-difference
PB calculations demonstrates that GSBP can accurately de-
scribe all long-range electrostatic interactions.

Several extensions to the current implementation of
GSBP may be considered. For example, the calculation of
the static field could easily be extended to incorporate the
influence of an external transmembrane voltage in simulation
of ion channels by using a modified PB equation developed
recently.40 Furthermore, we have assumed a frozen configu-
ration of the atoms in the outer region in the current imple-
mentation. Nonetheless, it would be desirable to incorporate
the influence of dynamical fluctuations of the outer atoms.
One possible approximation would be to assign a dielectric
constant greater than 1 to the interior of the macromolecule
in the PB calculations. The boundary potential would then be
W(X i)'W(X i ,Xo ;em), whereXo is the average equilibrium
position of the outer atoms of the macromolecule, andem is
an appropriately chosen value for the dielectric constant of
the macromolecule. More sophisticated approaches could
also be obtained from Eq.~3! using a cumulant expansion
with a combination of normal modes or gaussian quasihar-
monic fluctuation analysis.48,49Lastly, it is also our hope that
GSBP will be useful for incorporating the influence of the
surrounding environment on approaches combining quantum
mecanical and molecular mechanical description~QM/MM !
of biomolecular reactions.50 Future applications will explore
these avenues and test GSBP in the context of free energy
calculations.

APPENDIX

1. Basis set in a spherical inner region

The orthonormal basis functions for the components of
the l th multipole charge distribution inside a spherical region
of radiusR of interest are defined as51

blm~r !5F ~2l 13!

R2l 13 G1/2

r lYlm~u,f!, ~A1!

where Ylm is the spherical harmonics which, in terms of
associated Legendre functions,Pl

m , is given by

Ylm~u,f!5~21!mF ~2l 11!

4p

~ l 2m!!

~ l 1m!! G
1/2

Pl
m~cosu!eimf.

~A2!

Through the linear combination ofYlm andYl ,2m , Eq. ~A1!
becomes
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blm~r !5F ~2l 11!~2l 13!

2p~11dm0!R2l 13

~ l 2m!!

~ l 1m!! G
1/2

r l

3cosmfPl
m~cosu! ~A3!

and

bl ,2m~r !5F ~2l 11!~2l 13!

2pR2l 13

~ l 2m!!

~ l 1m!! G
1/2

r l

3sinmfPl
m~cosu!, ~A4!

wherem goes from 0 tol.
The charge distribution in the spherical inner region can

be expressed as

r~r !5(
l 50

L

(
m52 l

l

clmblm~r !, ~A5!

whereL is the upper limit of the spherical multipole and the
coefficientsclm are equivalent to the multipole momentsQlm

defined in Eq.~17! because the basis functions are orthonor-
mal. For the force calculations, the first derivatives of Eqs.
~A3! and~A4! are taken with respect to the position of atom
a in the spherical coordinate,

¹ablm5NlmF r̂ lr a
l 21 cosmfaPl

m

2 ûr a
l 21 sinua cosmfaPl

m8

2f̂r a
l 21 m

sinua
sinmfaPl

mG ~A6!

and

¹abl ,2m5Nl ,2mF r̂ lr a
l 21 sinmfaPl

m

2ûr a
l 21 sinua sinmfaPl

m8

1f̂r a
l 21 m

sinua
cosmfaPl

mG , ~A7!

whereNlm andNl ,2m are the normalization constant given in
Eqs.~A3! and ~A4!, respectively, (r a ,ua ,fa) is the spheri-
cal coordinate of atoma,

¹a5 r̂
]

]r a
1û

1

r a

]

]ua
1f̂

1

r a sinua

]

]fa
, ~A8!

and Pl
m8 is the first derivatives ofPl

m which, through the
recurrence relation,52 is given

~12x2!1/2Pl
m8~x!5Pl

m11~x!2x~12x2!2~1/2!Pl
m~x!,

~A9!

wherex5cosua . The transformation matrix to the Cartesian
coordinate is

S sinua cosfa cosua cosfa 2sinfa

sinua sinfa cosua sinfa 2cosfa

cosua 2sinua 0
D .

2. Basis set in a orthorhombic inner region

The orthonormal basis functions for a variety of multi-
pole charge distributions inside a orthorhombic inner region
are defined as the products of the Legendre polynomials,
$Pl%, in X, Y, andZ directions.

blmn~r !5F ~2l 11!

Lx

~2m11!

Ly

~2n11!

Lz
G1/2

Pl S 2

Lx
xD

3PmS 2

Ly
yD PnS 2

Lz
zD , ~A10!

whereLx , Ly , and Lz are the lengths of the orthorhombic
inner region in each direction. In this expressionx, y, andz
are scaled because the Legendre polynomials form an ortho-
normal basis set between21 and 1.

The charge distribution in the orthorhombic inner region
can be expressed as

r~r !5(
l 50

L

(
m50

M

(
n50

N

clmnblmn~r !, ~A11!

where L, M, and N are the upper limits of the Legendre
Polynomials in each direction and the coefficientsclmn are
equivalent to the multipole momentsQlmn . For the force
calculations, the first derivatives of Eq.~A10! are directly
taken with respect to the position of atoma in each direc-
tion.
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